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ABSTRACT 
 The City of Bijapur notable for its chronicled landmarks, 
were worked during the Adil Shahi administration. During the 
standard of the Adil Shahis, Bijapur formed into a significant 
municipality with landmarks tossed everywhere. All things 
considered set up by the Chalukyas of Kalyani during the 11-
twelfth hundreds of years, the city turned out to be prevalently 
known as ' Vijayapura' or the 'City of Victory'. Bijapur filled in as 
a capital city and flourished for almost two centuries during the 
rei gn of the Adil Shahis. It tested the strong magnate realm and 
it almost covered the whole south India . After the decay of the 
Adil Shahi tradition the city disregarded to Aurangazeb and 
stayed in some The city of Bijapur is wealthy in chronicled landmarks for the most part identified with 
Islamic design. Engineering under the Adil Shahi arrived at great creative ability and made such countless 
magnificent landmarks in their realm, they embraced combination of Hindu and Islamic imaginative 
element in their Architectural structure, the Adil Shahi rulers were benefactor of special creative style. The 
primary highlights of Adil Shahi are accentuation on minarets in inclination to different or enormous 
arches, embellishing of landmarks through surface improvement and imaginative railings. The recent fad 
of engineering is apparent in the structures developed during the rule of Ali I. "choked necks". Ornated 
sections. The vault is maybe the most noticeable component of the mosque. It is more rich than the popular 
Gol Gumbaz, however less the half in its size. As per Fergusson, 'History of Indian and Eastern Architecture' 
this mosque "is more momentous, in any case, for the excellence of its subtleties than either the course of 
action or degree of its arrangement." Key Words; Art, Architecture, Style and Tomb. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The significant landmarks of 
Bijapur with an expectation 
that the peruser will acquire 
a comprehension of the past 
magnificence of Bijapur, prior 
called 'Vijayapur' or the 'City 
of Victory' which filled in as 
the capital city for almost     

two hundreds of years during the 
rule of the Adil Shahi 
administration. Bijapur is wealthy 
in verifiable attractions, 
predominantly identified with 
Islamic bend hitecture. It is an 
archaic walled city notable for the 
repeating tremendous Golgumbaz, 
a mousoleum bult three and a half  

hundreds of years prior. It stands 
today as perhaps the most 
significa nt landmarks praising the 
standard of Adil Shahi 
administration. The creators 
stress that, safeguarding ought to 
be loo ked upon as a venture as 
well as a source to make 
abundance. In the event that  
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urban communities like Bijapur are taken as contextual investigations and appropriate venture is made, 
it is feasible to restore their wonders a d draw in guests so as to teach them and in doing as such bring 
in cash to support the city. It requires exertion and cash. Design was the fundamental field where the 
Muslim rulers in India offered articulation to their affection for magnificence. It set out a freedom for 
their brain and the Hindu psyche to impact one another. The engineering that created in Bijapur under 
the support of the Adil Shahi Sultans was an illustration of this impact. The Adil Shahi rulers were 
extraordinary benefactors of design. They made Bijapur quite possibly the most sublime urban areas in 
the entire of India. The regal court was a focal point of the bosses and admirers of craftsmanship and 
design. Craftsmen, Musicians and painters of prominent position and all inclusive standing, for example, 
Malik Sandal, Faruq Hussian and Malik Yuqut were belittled by the rulers. Thusly , to cite Percy Brown, 
"the workmanship in Bijapur promptly continued to get itself and to form into the most tastefully and 
constructional skillful sign of engineering in the entire of Deccan 
 
Glimpse of Adil Shahi  

The historical backdrop of the Adil Shahi administration started in 1489 when Yusuf Adil Shah, 
one of the Governors of the Bahamani Kingdom, split away and set up the Adil Shahi line with Bijapur as 
its base camp. The Adil Shahi realm before long became stronger to strength and for right around 200 
years it turned into the masterpiece of Muslim engineering and writing. The Adil Shahi rulers assumed 
an essential part in the improvement of Urdu language. The Mushaira has its starting point in Bijapur. 
Practically every one of the lords who administered over Bijapur were supporters of workmanship and 
engineering and empowered every one of human expressions. No big surprise, the City is overwhelmed 
by a few vestiges of the period. Bijapur can be separated into three areas the fortress, the post and the 
city. Both the fortress and the stronghold are hugely assembled and were once encircled by a canal. The 
fortification, which is broken in many spots has 106 strongholds. The channel encompasses the whole 
fortification and is between 30 feet to 40 feet down. In the second 50% of sixteenth century, and 
seventeenth century under the aegis of Adil Shahis, the capital city of Bijapur involved an unmistakable 
spot among the praised urban communities of India. It was an incredible focus of culture, exchange and 
business, training and learning and so on It was known for its own way of life called, Bijapur Culture. 
During Bijapur's prime of wonder there was a conflux of various networks and individuals. At times in 
many regards it outperformed the incredible urban communities of Delhi and Agra of Mughal India. 
Accordingly Bijapur was genuinely huge town under the early Sultans of Adil Shahi line. The capital 
advanced gradually, anyway its star was in domination since the promotion of Sultan Ali Adil Shah I in 
1558. His triumph in the Battle of Talikota in 1565 and further missions in the Krishna-Tunghabhadra 
districts brought tremendous riches. Henceforth he started to spend richly on its adornment. Under him 
consistently saw some new structure, a castle, a mosque, a stronghold.  

The most surprising landmarks inside the fortress include: the Gol Gumbaz and different 
constructions inside its secured region, Ibrahim Rouza, Jehan Begum Tomb, Ainapur, Ain-ul-Mulk's 
burial chamber, Ali II Rouza (Bara Kaman), Chand Bavdi, Gagan Mahal, Sangeeth and Nari Mahals, 
Navraspur, Jami Mosque, Asar Mahal, Ali 1 Rouza, Dakhani Idgah, Hyder Burz, Water Towers, 
Karimuddin's Mosque, Mecca Masjid, Ramalinga Tank, Gummata Bavdi, Well at Ibrahimpur, Mahal in 
Field. The Jami Masjid is probably the best mosque in India. Its patio measures to a gigantic 9,000 
square feet, later reached out to 11,000 square feet and intended to oblige 5,000 individuals. Without 
question, the Gol Gumbad is the second biggest arch on the planet and the burial place of Muhammad 
Adil Shah. Its square base backings an arch about 150 feet high with a measurement of in excess of 100 
feet covering an incredible lobby of monstrous extents. A considerable lot of the landmarks and castle 
structures have complicated wall paintings and ornamentation.  

Bijapur turned into the capital city of the Adil Shahis - an administration which kept going from 
1490 to 1680 (or maybe 1686), that is, for more than 190 years. Yusuf Adil Shah was the originator of 
the administration and the city of Bijapur owes a lot of its significance to him. During the standard of 
the Adil Shahis, Bijapur was formed into a significant municipality with landmarks flung everywhere. A 
large portion of the landmarks are in finished demolishes today inferable from the absolute disregard. 
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In the new years just probably the main ones have been held under legitimate support. The city 
comprises of three unmistakable segments: the fortress, the fortification and the remaining parts of the 
city. The bastion, worked by Yusuf Adil Shah, a mile in circuit, is of incredible strength, all around 
worked of the most gigantic materials, and incorporated by a trench 100 yards wide, in the past 
provided with water, yet presently almost topped off with refuse, so its unique profundity can't be 
found. Inside the fortress are the remaining parts of Hindu sanctuaries, which demonstrate that Bijapur 
was a significant town in pre-Islam times.  

Muhammad climbed the seat at sixteen years old. He was a resolute Sunni ruler. His superb rule 
of thirty years saw some earth shattering verifiable occasions. During his rule, the realm achieved its 
most prominent degree, force and superbness, and his territory extended from the Arabian Sea to the 
Bay of Bengal. Bijapur achieved harmony, thriving, force and strength under his standard producing 
tremendous incomes. This Ali II rose the seat at eighteen years old and was a feeble ruler. With him 
started the decay of strong Bijapur realm. The domain shrank as the Marathas rose in power and 
simultaneously Shah Jahan double-crossed trust on Aurangazeb's demand. He passed on in 1672 and 
was covered in the Bara Kaman. Henry Hinton, a British picture taker recorded the fabulous design in 
1860 or somewhere in the vicinity and portrayed it as follows: "… based on a patio 200 yards square. 
Tallness of burial place remotely 198 ft, inside 175. Distance across of arch 124 feet, 4 minarets of 8 
stories, 12 ft wide entered by winding flights of stairs ending in domes. The Gol Gumbaz, a fabulous 
tomb of Muhammad Adil Shah, however an underlying victory of Deccan engineering, is stunningly 
straightforward in plan, with a hemispherical arch, almost 44 mts in outer width, laying on a cubical 
volume estimating 47.5 mts on each side. The vault is upheld inside by eight meeting curves made by 
two turned squares that make interlocking pendentives. A centotaph piece in the floor denotes the 
genuine grave in the cellar, the solitary occurrence of this training in Adil Shahi design." 
 
Main Features of architecture and monuments of Adil Shahi of Bijapur  

The principle highlights of Adil Shahi are accentuation on minarets in inclination to various or 
huge arches, embellishing of landmarks through surface design and creative railings. The recent trend 
of design is noticeable in the structures developed during the rule of Ali I like Jami Masjid, Gagan Mahal 
and Anand Mahal. Notwithstanding, rubble and mortar utilized in these early developments were 
before long supplanted by cleaned stone and the native or neighborhood thoughts especially in the 
structure of caverns were embraced. A few enhancements were made and novel thoughts received. In 
the burial place design, for instance, the square sort proceeded however with a pyramidal layout which 
conceded a more prominent play of light and shade. The Adil Shahi mosques comprised of supplication 
corridors, the "encasing groups being abstained from besides in a not many cases, their veneer 
comprising of three or five curves". If there should be an occurrence of three curves, the center one was 
generally greater flanked by more modest two. Another huge change was in the shape and position of 
the vault. Arch at this point not covered the whole rooftop. Its size was impressively decreased. Part of 
progress occurred fit as a fiddle as well, it was not really hemispherical yet of different typesspherical, 
bulbous, and pyramidal and at times the vaults had "contracted necks".  

The vacuum consequently made was filled by building minarets and giving "more domed finials 
at conspicuous places and points". The moldings were upheld in profoundly ornated sections, the plans 
of which were acquired from the wooden design of the Hindus. The lattice work railing of Adil Shahis 
was one of a kind component of Indo-Muslim style of engineering which created in Deccan. The curve, 
as well, went through a change. It was presently not rakish and had expected effortless forms. The 
Bijapuri structures had excellence of their own, exceptionally ornamented as they are with carvings on 
stone normally of mathematical examples yet in Athar Mahal we go over frescoes of individuals. Other 
significant highlights of Adil Shahi style are level roofs, pointed and proportional curves. The early Adil 
Shahi structures are not extremely appealing yet they illuminate the developmental phases of the 
improvement of the particular Bijapuri style. Among them we might specify, Rauza-I-Shaikh at 
Gulbarga, Ek Minar ki Masjid (1513-14) at Raichur, Jami Masjid of Yusuf (1512). These structures 
generally worked of unpolished stone; rubble and cement unmistakably show that the particular 
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Bijapuri style had not yet evolved. The vault is as yet hemispherical and the modeler is as yet grabbing 
in obscurity. It is a lot later than in Ibrahim's old Jami Masjid we discover four minars of normal size at 
the edges of the rooftop. In any case, here we find interestingly 2 tall minars over the two focal docks of 
the veneer. Later on, the vault was to have their spot. Ikhlas Khan's mosque eliminates a portion of the 
deformities saw in the first developments and notwithstanding the two tall minars in the middle, "an 
exquisite two storeyed stand delegated by a little vault covers the rooftop over the focal mitrab". 
Haidariya mosque is better planned and proportional however it has no vault. Its tall minars are 
covered by bulbous vaults.  

The mosque of Ain-ul-Mulk and Ali Shahid Pir are certainly unrivaled as respects their arranging 
and enhancing magnificence of the landmarks. The Ali Shahi Pir mosque is very rich, its exterior is 
satisfying and alluring for the most part because of the plan of its curves, and its delightful carvings, the 
supporting sections addressing the elephant themes loan beauty and appeal to the entire design. The 
initial four kings of Adil Shahi tradition lie covered at Gogi Gulbarga area. It is a straightforward design 
having a place with the early period when Bijapuri style had not yet evolved and had not unmistakable 
person. Indeed, even the burial place of Ali I at Bijapur has no genuine legitimacy. Be that as it may, Ain-
ul-Mulk's (1556) burial chamber has a place with the developmental stages. It is an enormous structure 
having a very much planned arch on the top. Its surface embellishment especially the trim like mesh, be 
that as it may, is striking. Distress Adil I's Jama Masjid is probably the most punctual landmark of 
Bijapur. It was rarely finished at this point it is viewed as perhaps the best example of the Bijapuri style 
of design. The mosque is rectangular around 400 ft. from east to west and 280 ft. from north to south.  

The vault is maybe the most noticeable component of the mosque. It is more rich than the well 
known Gol Gumbaz, however less the half in its size. As per Fergusson, 'History of Indian and Eastern 
Architecture' this mosque "is more wonderful, notwithstanding, for the excellence of its subtleties than 
either the course of action or degree of its arrangement." Mecca Masjid alleged on the grounds that it is 
supposed to be a right impersonation of the mosque at Mecca, is one of the prettiest and littlest 
mosques in Bijapur. It remains in the focal point of a cleared yard, and is encircled by a curved hall 
supporting a patio which edges round the mosque on a level with the rooftop. It has an excellent 
proportional hemispherical vault, molding or chajja and fine curves of the veneer which loans 
magnificence and appeal to the entire construction. Gagan Mahal, finished now and again in 1561 A.D., 
presently roofless, filled the twin need of an illustrious home and darbar lobby. Its boss building 
significance lies in the wide curve before the focal lobby rather than the restricted curves framing its 
exterior. There was clear improvement in the style of design during the reign of Ibrahim II which was 
reflected in the development of the front minar, ornamentation of moldings, and the railing. 
 
CONCLUSION  

The name and distinction of the Adil Shahi of Bijapur remains because of their commitment to 
the field of engineering style they have been presented in the Deccan level. They have been to be most 
noteworthy defender and preserver of Architectural survive from their occasions, they have fabricate 
all sort of landmarks of both Hindu and Muslim blend in their style of approach. The design created by 
the Adil Shahi Sultans was neither Islamic nor Hindu, however a combination of both. It is generally 
called as the Dakhni School of Indo-Saracenic design. The origination of building which was brought 
into the world in the personalities of the rulers was executed and shaped by the Hindu craftsmans, the 
result of which could be the magnificent landmarks of blended styles. Structure where did the Bijapur 
Sultans get these craftsmans and the draftsmen? It was from Vijayanagar. After the breaking down of 
the Vijayanagar realm in the clash of Banihatti every one of the craftsmans, modelers and artists 
relocated to Bijapur either as wartime captive or as refugees10 . Furthermore, they were utilized in the 
structure exercises at Bijapur by the Sulatans, with the outcome abundant structure movement started 
and eminent building were brought up in the later piece of the sixteenth and seventeenth hundreds of 
years at Bijapur. Ferguson comments that during that period their capital was embellished with a 
progression of working as momentous as those of any of the Muhammadan capital of India with an 
exemption of Agra. Adil Shahi Monuments at Bijapur .The Adil Shahi landmarks at Bijapur date from 
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late fifteenth to the late seventeenth hundreds of years. These are a group of 80 little and large 
landmarks including the strongholds, entryways, water frameworks and tanks, a few mosques and 
burial places and palatial constructions. Bijapur exists in two concentric circles of strongholds. The 
external city dividers, expanding in excess of six miles with broad canals supported with 100 
strongholds it was worked to oblige weighty gunnery. Its passage entryways are gotten to over 
intensely angled scaffolds, of which just two endure. 
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